The Story of Jonah and the Whale

Fill in the blanks to uncover the sequence of events that happened to Jonah.

1. God told Jonah to go to ___________________, but Jonah decided to ____________ from the Lord.

2. God sent a big _______________ that threatened to _____________ the ship Jonah was on.

3. Jonah was ______________ during the storm.

4. The sailors decided that ______________ was responsible for the storm because he ______________ from God.

5. Jonah told the sailors to ___________ him into the sea to _____________ the storm.

6. A huge fish _________________ Jonah and he spent ___________ days and ___________ nights in the belly of the fish.

7. While in the belly of the fish, Jonah _________________.
   The Lord ______________ the fish and it ____________ Jonah onto dry land.